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Here is the captivating story of humankindâ€™s enduring quest to build a better languageâ€”and

overcome the curse of Babel. Just about everyone has heard of Esperanto, which was nothing less

than one manâ€™s attempt to bring about world peace by means of linguistic solidarity. And every

Star Trek fan knows about Klingon. But few people have heard of Babm, Blissymbolics, Loglan (not

to be confused with Lojban), and the nearly nine hundred other invented languages that represent

the hard work, high hopes, and full-blown delusions of so many misguided souls over the centuries.

With intelligence and humor, Arika Okrent has written a truly original and enlightening book for all

word freaks, grammar geeks, and plain old language lovers.
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This is, without a doubt, the most fascinating book I've ever read about invented languages.To be

honest, it's the only book I've ever read about invented languages. But that doesn't detract from the

book's power. If you're like me and you're fascinated by human languages, don't miss the chance to

read this book. If you speak multiple languages, but have never learned a made-up language, you'll



be absolutely enthralled by it.The efforts by humans to create "the perfect language" and to

overcome the shortfalls and vices of natural human languages prove to be forever quixotic. As the

author discovers, the "flaws" and irregularities in human language actually make them more, rather

than less, functional. It's also interesting to see how relative the idea of "the perfect language" has

been throughout human history. Can you create an ideal language by inventing a precise

classification for everything on earth? By basing it on mathematics? By creating symbols that

perfectly represent abstract ideas? Can a language like Esperanto be perfect, even if it is very

male-centric?Okrent delivers a very readable, entertaining venture into the world of "con langs." You

won't be disappointed.

"A zippy trip through the history of man's attempts to overcome the curse of babel." Esperanto is the

most commonly spoken artificial language and it is even sung at Esperanto congresses. There were

many other artificial languages developed at the turn of the century (some quite bizarre) but the

effort fell out of vogue with the intellectuals when English became the dominant international

language with the solidification of the British Empire. A snippet tells of the survival of Simplified

English in some foreign broadcasts (limited words and no passive voice). The book gains feeling

during the sometimes blissful history of Semantography despite Karl Bliss' grumpy disappointment

with the successful use of his symbols (retermed Blissymbolics) to teach children afflicted with

cerebral palsy (as opposed to use as an ideographic universal language transcending words).

Loglan ends in a split with the birth of its "illegitimate" (according to Brown) child language of Lojban

which survives trademark legal battles between Loglan's Brown and Lojban's Bob and Nora

LeChevalier (Brown's ex-wife married Bob in a Lojban ceremony). Brown also invented a

boardgame "Careers" (marketed by Parker Brothers) where winning is based on reaching monetary,

fame and happiness point goals. Loglan was supposed to be based on logic to test the Whorfian

premise that language limits thinking, so shouldn't Star Trek switch character names between

Spock and Whorf? Klingon is the only invented language to retain trademark status (mainly because

noone wants to fight the Paramount lawyers). Laadan has words that sound like proper nouns in P.

C. Hodgell's Kencyrath series (like rathom and ramimeth). Tolkien developed several languages

with proto-language history as the defining quality of his fantasy races in his latter Lord of the Rings.

The appendix lists 500 invented languages which is indicative of the lure of linguistics and the

imagination.

The first and last chapters are not that bad, but too much of the middle is boringly detailed



biography of people, only peripherally dealing with invented languages. Great title, but doesn't

reflect the book.

As a language creator who came to the current social group a little later into its existence, this book

provides provides two beautiful facets. First, it offers a history-not in depth, but more than be found

elsewhere, certainly- and also a view of conlanging from a particularly eloquent outsiders

perspective.I am both a conlanger and an Esperanto speaker, so seeing her treatment of these two

similar but different states was quite amusing.I loved reading about bliss, and finally finding out what

was up with the whole loglan vs lojban thing!All in all, a fantastic book for anyone interested in the

history and social perception of conlangs and those who create and speak them! I absolutely

recommend it.

The author describes invented (or artificial) languages like Klingon, Esperanto, Blissymbolics,

Loglan-Lojban etc. from a personal viewpoint. She tells about the people involved in the creation

and use of these languages and includes her own experience with the languages, in some of which

she invested much effort, and hence the book is more subjective than comparable treatises.Apart

from numerous projects of languages for international understanding, some languages were

constructed in order to be used in books and films. They must play a credible role as languages of

fictitious peoples and civilizations. Klingon is one example of this kind of languages, originating in

1984, but there are both earlier and later examples. Klingon was created for the Star Trek television

shows and films. It now has its own community of users. Languages for fiction are not particularly

simple. Because they represent civilizations different from human civilizations, the vocabulary and

grammar are different from human languages.The author also devotes some chapters to Loglan

and Lojban, languages of logic. These represent an effort to create a nearly perfect language based

on logic. Loglan was continued as Lojban because of copyright reasons. Lojban is still developing,

but it is very difficult to use. By the way, an author of a language falling out with his followers about

his rights to the language is a recurring theme in the book.This book is a useful update for those

familiar with the field of 'interlinguistics' and an entertaining introduction for those new to the subject.
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